1

new ultrasound
machine
for Clarity
Pregnancy
Services in
Seymour, thanks
to the fundraising
efforts of the
Knights of Columbus
in Shelbyville.
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Impact Report

3

women participated
in the Hearts
Restored: Healing
After Abortion study.

Columbus
Greensburg
Nashville
North Vernon
Seymour

187

supporters gathered at
the Commons in Columbus
for the reveal of the new
brand: Clarity of South
Central Indiana

451 493 688 1606

students and their champion
adults attended a My Best for
You or Transformed presentation.
95% of parents felt their child
is learning the skills needed to
maintain healthy boundaries in
all of his/her relationships at the
conclusion of the program.

spiritual discussions
with women
andpregnancy
men
STI and
who visited Clarity
Pregnancy Services and
Clarity Testing Clinic.

6264
3263
Clarity Locations:

98%

of Clarity pregnancy
test clients last known
intention is to carry
their child. (There
were 458 positive
tests).

students were presented
Clarity’s I Decide for Me
curriculum in 7 counties
across our region. This
resulted in approximately
480 hours of instructional
time in area classrooms.

hours of service
by our dedicated
volunteers
valued at
$148,726 by the
IRS.

STI and pregnancy tests were
performed at Clarity Testing
Clinic for 133 patients women and men
who came for served through Clarity
228 visits. Pregnancy Services for a
total of 2731 visits.

$66K $682K
in material items donated
for distribution to clients in
need.

in sacrificial financial gifts
given by 1702 individuals,
businesses, churches and
foundations to foster a
culture where every human
life is valued and celebrated
as a gift from God.

Shelbyville
ClarityCares.org
866-510-5067
41 students and their champion adults attend Transformed at The Point in Seymour.

The Stories Behind the Numbers
A sampling of the lives you’ve brought Clarity to through your partnership
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PREGNANCY SERVICES

Angela* came to us seriously considering an
abortion. She was pregnant, single and said
abortion was her only choice if her family
wouldn’t support her. (Angela came from a
Christian home and feared rejection.)
Angela’s client advocate shared about
adoption, the realities of abortion, and the
material help Clarity offers. An ultrasound was
scheduled, and after praying with Angela, the
advocate gave her the booklet, “Before You
Decide”. The following week when following
up with Angela, her advocate learned
that Angela had told her family about the
pregnancy and was now planning to carry.

Olivia* came for STI testing after presenting
symptoms following a recent encounter with a
new sexual partner. Olivia was very upset after
testing positive for Gonorrhea and Chlamydia.
Our staff engaged Olivia in a conversation about
healthy relationships and reminded her of her
great value and worth. Olivia was then given
the book How To Find Your Soulmate Without
Losing Your Soul. She was very grateful as she
had been wanting to find a book about pursuing
healthy relationships. After allowing us to pray
for her, Olivia expressed her thanks for the help
and support she received at the clinic.
* Names changed to protect privacy of clients

• “I choose to follow God’s best for sexual
activity because I want to be as close
to God as possible.” Student
• “What I found most helpful was
how sexuality could change my
feelings.” Student
• “This workshop has said
all the truths I’ve wanted to
say but didn’t know how!”
Parent

• “This workshop has reaffirmed to me that I
need to make sure I respect the girl at all times
and have a battle plan. What I found most
helpful from this workshop was the scriptures
about what God says sex is intended for.”
Student
• “It has definitely taken down some walls to
make us all as a family more comfortable and
able to discuss the topic of sex.” Parent
• “This workshop has changed the way I will
think/act in a relationship because it makes
me feel beautiful without anyone telling me.”
Student

• “The program helped me by explaining
how to say no to sex and setting personal
boundaries when it comes to sexual choices.
I will apply this to my life by not having sex
and saying no to boys who try to pressure
me.” Middle School Student
• “This is the most PROFOUND and most
INFORMING program that I have ever
been involved with. It makes me question
my life decisions and morals. I LOVED this
program. THANKS! I will apply this to my life
by remaining abstinent until marriage, not
watch porn at all and make healthy choices
for my future spouse.” High School Student

“I am blessed that God
brought me to the Hearts
Restored study. I finally
came to this study the
hard way, fighting God all
the way. I was choosing
my path, not God’s path.
I am listening to God now.
For the first time in a long
time, I feel I am going to be OK.
Maybe God is going to use my
story to help others.”
Hearts Restored Participant

